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Still Waiting for the DREAM: The Injustice of
Punishing Undocumented Immigrant Students
KATIE ANNAND*
You come to the U.S. and find that there is no American Dream,
unless you are American.
-Elena, undocumented student from Northern California'
Elena, an undocumented immigrant student born in Mexico, came to
the United States on a tourist visa with her mother when she was three
years old.' Her family moved to California, where Elena attended school
and made friendships and ties to the community. Elena knew that she
wanted to be a doctor; to reach this goal she worked hard in school and
earned high grades. She also stayed active in the community, interning
during high school at a children's hospital and at a teen clinic, among
other organizations. During her childhood, Elena always considered the
United States her home. It was not until her junior year of high school,
when getting a driver's license and taking trips out of the country became
popular topics at school, that she realized she was not in the same
position as her classmates: because she and her mother had overstayed
their visas, remaining in the country past the authorized stay, she was an
undocumented immigrant-under the law, a criminal.
As an undocumented immigrant, Elena knew that attending college
would be difficult. She learned that federal financial assistance is
unavailable to undocumented immigrants; she also realized how
challenging it would be to obtain employment without legal work
authorization. Elena grew more frustrated as her friends talked about
* J.D. Candidate, University of California, Hastings College of the Law, 2008. I would like to
thank Susan Bowyer for her support, insight and lessons in advocacy. I would also like to thank
everyone willing to share both their personal experiences with me and their feedback on the finished
product, including Jay Nelson and the staff of the Hasting Law Journal. Lastly, I thank my parents,
Jessica, and Damon for their very much appreciated patience and encouragement.
i. Name has been changed.
2. Interview with "Elena." in Fruitvale, Cal. (Mar. 15. 2007).
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their plans for college and studying abroad. She remembers being very
disheartened during this time: "It was very discouraging to know that
these brick walls were in front of me."
Instead of giving up on her dreams, Elena decided to work even
harder. For her high school senior project, she organized an educational
exposition for the Latino community in her area, teaching members
about their rights as immigrants in this country. Part of her presentation
centered on the Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors
Act ("DREAM Act"),3 proposed federal legislation that would allow
undocumented immigrants like Elena to receive in-state tuition at public
universities and permit them to apply for permanent legal residency.
With the help of the International Institute of the East Bay, a local non-
profit immigration organization, Elena prepared flyers explaining the
Act to hand out at pro-immigrants' rights protests across the state. She
hoped, too, that before she graduated high school, Congress would pass
the Act so that she could afford to attend college and start on the path to
legal residency.
High school graduation came with no new federal legislation to
assist Elena or the thousands of others in her situation. Elena refused to
give up, however, and she applied and was accepted to a nearby college.
With the support of her guidance counselor, she researched and applied
for scholarships that did not require U.S. citizenship or legal residency.
Through the scholarships she obtained and grants from her college,
Elena succeeded in paying tuition.4
Elena has remained involved in advocacy efforts for other students
because she knows that her level of success is not common She knows
that many other undocumented students with similar dreams and
aspirations are not able to afford college and are still waiting. Yet these
students cannot continue to wait as financial constraints and other
obligations hinder their ability to pursue higher education and lack of
work authorization restricts their access to employment. Elena is sure
that "[i]f the DREAM Act were passed, it would give us hope. If we had
hope, there would be more students who achieved more.",
6
3. Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act, S. 774, 1 ioth Cong. (2007).
4. As a long-term resident of California, Elena did have the option of utilizing AB 540, codified
as CAL. EDUC. CODE § 68130.5 (West 2002), California state legislation allowing undocumented
immigrant students to pay in-state tuition if they meet certain requirements. See discussion infra Part
III, Section C.
5. Private institutions, such as the one Elena attends, can offer grants to undocumented students,
but these grants often do not cover the full tuition cost. Susana Garcia, Note, DREAM Come True or
True Nightmare? The Effect of Creating Educational Opportunity for Undocumented Youth, 36
GOLDEN GATE U. L. REV. 247, 257 (2oo6). Students may not be able to pay for the remaining costs
without the option of financial aid. See id.
6. Interview with "Elena," supra note 2.
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INTRODUCTION
An estimated 1.7 million undocumented immigrants under the age
of eighteen live in the United States. Under United States immigration
and criminal laws, these youth face deportation" and criminal
consequences for their immigration status, a status acquired by
accompanying their parents into the United States without inspection or,
as in Elena's case, by overstaying a visa. Yet, often unaware of their
immigration status, or at least unaware of the legal implications of such
status, undocumented youth grow up as Americans and consider this
country their home, attending primary and secondary school, making
friends, and forming ties in their communities. Consequently,
undocumented youth face a painful paradox: the country they call home
is also the country that criminalizes their presence.
Each year, 50,000 to 65,000 undocumented students like Elena
graduate from high school in the United States.9 Yet current federal laws
effectively bar access to higher education for many of these students by
imposing substantial financial barriers and by preventing these students
from obtaining legal residency." Federal law prohibits states from
offering in-state tuition to undocumented students unless states likewise
offer the in-state tuition rate to out-of-state legal residents and citizens."
Furthermore, undocumented immigrants are not eligible for federal-
and in most cases state-financial assistance.'" Finally, without legal work
authorization, undocumented students cannot independently subsidize
their education. The high cost of attending college combined with a
dearth of funding options prevents many undocumented youth from
seeking a college degree. Those who do obtain funds face an additional
obstacle upon graduation; their college degrees do not hold much weight
without legal work authorization.
Opponents of extending public education benefits to these students
argue that undocumented immigrants should not be rewarded for
breaking the law.'3 Supporters maintain that it is only fair to extend
7. SPIROS PROTOPSALTIS, THE BELL POLICY CrR., UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANT STUDENTS AND
ACCESS TO HIGHER EDUCATION: AN OVERVIEW OF FEDERAL AND STATE POLICY 2 (2005).
8. Immigration and Nationality Act § 237(a)(t)(B), 8 U.S.C. § 1227(a)(i)(B) (2000) ("Any alien
who is present in the United States in violation of this Act or any other law of the United States is
deportable.").
9. Thomas R. Ruge & Angela D. Iza, Higher Education for Undocumented Students: The Case
for Open Admission and In-State Tuition Rates for Students Without Lawful Immigration Status, 15
IND. INT'L & COMP. L. REV. 257, 259 (2005).
Io. Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 8996 § 505, 8 U.S.C.
§ 1623(a) (20oo); Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, 8 U.S.C.
§§ 161I, 1641.
II. 8 U.S.C. § 1623(a).
12. 8 U.S.C. §§ i6ii, 1641.
13. See Jennifer L. Maki, Note, The Three R's: Reading, 'Riting and Rewarding Illegal Immigrants:
February 2008]
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education opportunities to students who have grown up in the United
States.'4 The Supreme Court has safeguarded the right of undocumented
children to attend free public primary and secondary schools in the
United States.'5 Yet when these undocumented students graduate high
school, they do not have similar protections supporting their efforts to
attend college. 
6
Legislators have responded to this gap by proposing legislation in
both the House and Senate: specifically, various versions of the DREAM
Act 7 in the Senate and its companion bill, the American Dream Act,'8 in
the House of Representatives. This bi-partisan legislation would repeal
the current federal law prohibiting states from defining residency for
purposes of in-state tuition, and it would also establish a path to legal
residency for qualifying undocumented immigrant students,'" like Elena.
Unfortunately, the DREAM Act has faced strong opposition from some
members of Congress and from anti-immigration groups.
Federal laws barring undocumented students from attending college
and from adjusting their status to permanent residency punish these
students by attaching culpability to an act beyond their control: entering
the country with their parents. These laws focus on undocumented
immigration status and grow from the premise that undocumented
students, as lawbreakers, should not receive benefits. Denial of education
benefits does not fall under traditional or even typical ideas of
punishment. Nevertheless, it is my contention that federal legislation
excludes many undocumented youth from attending college and from
obtaining work authorization does punish these students by depriving
them of future opportunity. As this Note will discuss, this punishment
does not reflect the economic and social realities that define these
students' lives; I argue that it is not realistic or fair to deny youth who
have grown up in the United States the opportunity to succeed in this
country.
While undocumented youth did violate the law by entering the
country without authorization or overstaying a visa, like Elena, they do
How Higher Education Has Acquiesced in the Illegal Presence of Undocumented Aliens in the United
States, 13 WM. & MARY BILL RTS. J. 1341, 1355 (2005); Peter Eichstaedt, Dream Act Becoming Major
Midterm Battleground, DIVERSE ISSUES IN HIGHER EDUC., Sept. 21, 2006, http:I
www.diverseeducation.com/artman/publish/article-64oi.shtml ("'Allowing in-state tuition for illegal
aliens encourages the violation of federal immigration law and is unfair to legal aliens and out-of-state
U.S. citizens,' said U.S. Rep. Marilyn Musgrave, R-Colo.").
14. Victor C. Romero, Postsecondary School Education Benefits for Undocumented Immigrants:
Promises and Pitfalls, 27 N.C. J. INT'L L. & CoM. REG. 393, 408-09 (2002).
15. See Plyler v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202 (1982).
16. See Ruge & Iza, supra note 9, at 257.
17. Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act, S. 774, sioth Cong. (2007).
I8. H.R. 1275, 11oth Cong. (2007).
19. S. 774; H.R. 1275.
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not have the same culpability as an adult who willingly violates
immigration requirements. Accordingly, due to this lack of culpability-
and lack of voluntariness in the original violation of the law-the
punishment of undocumented youth is not justified by any theory of
punishment. Using popular theories of punishment, this Note argues that
there is no basis for punishing undocumented youth. Instead, Congress
should enact the DREAM Act and give undocumented students the
ability to attend college and seek legal permanent residency, enabling
them to fully contribute to society.
Part I explores the merger of criminal law and immigration law. The
fusing of these two areas of law negatively affects undocumented
immigrants, particularly young immigrants who entered the country at an
early age and who did not intend to break the law.
Part II discusses the current laws surrounding undocumented
immigrants' access to education. This Part also argues that restricting
undocumented immigrants' access to higher education punishes them by
depriving them of the success contingent upon receiving a college degree
in today's society. Part III lays out the provisions and the legislative
history of the DREAM Act.
Part IV analogizes three common theories of criminal punishment-
deterrence, retribution, and rehabilitation-2 0 -to the denial of access to
higher education and legal residency to undocumented immigrant youth
and argues that these theories do not support punishing undocumented
students. This Part uses the theories of criminal punishment as a
framework even though immigration law-in particular the denial of
post-secondary educational benefits to undocumented youth-is not
actually criminal in nature.
This Note concludes that the DREAM Act must be enacted in order
to recognize the valuable contributions of undocumented students to
society.
I. THE CRIMINALIZATION OF IMMIGRANTS
Before discussing the DREAM Act, it is important to understand
the social and political climate into which the Act has been introduced.
In recent years, immigration policy and crime control have become more
intertwined.' Both areas of law have incorporated punitive measures and
20. See, e.g., Michelle Cotton, Back with a Vengeance: The Resilience of Retribution as an
Articulated Purpose of Criminal Punishment, 37 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 1313, 1313 (2000).
21. Rebecca Bohrman & Naomi Murakawa, Remaking Big Government: Immigration and Crime
Control in the United States, in GLOBAL LoCKDOWN: RACE, GENDER, AND THE PRISON-INDUSTRIAL
COMPLEX I09, io9 (Julia Sudbury, ed., 2005). Bohrman and Murakawa argue that the connections
between immigration and crime policies arise in two specific areas: i) agencies combining personnel,
information and tactics, and 2) crime provisions in immigration statutes and immigration provisions in
crime statutes. Id. at 115-16.
February 2008]
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have departed from rehabilitative policies.22 For example, the Illegal
Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act ("IIRIRA"),23
discussed for other purposes below, employs criminological terms to
justify harsher immigration restrictions. 4  The convergence of
immigration and criminal law has led "lawmakers [to] see immigrants as
criminals and criminals as subcitizens, ' 3 and has prompted immigrants'
rights activists to defend immigrants against being treated like criminals. 6
A. THE MERGING OF IMMIGRATION AND CRIMINAL LAW
Immigration law has merged with multiple aspects of criminal law,
causing scholars to define the phenomenon as "'the criminalization of
immigration law"'2 7  or "crimmigration." 8  Exploring sanctions or
punishment associated with immigration and criminal law demonstrates
the increasing connections between the two areas. The law often
provides criminal and immigration consequences for the same act.29 Thus,
a criminal conviction may result in incarceration, a criminal consequence,
in addition to a future inability to immigrate, an immigration
consequence. Likewise, an immigration violation may result in jail time.
For example, entering the country without inspection, i.e., crossing the
border through a point other than an official checkpoint, is an offense
that under immigration law places restrictions on future attempts to
immigrate -specifically, a five year bar-through legal channels;3" this
same offense is a misdemeanor.3' Similarly, reentering the country after a
previous deportation order is a felony offense under criminal law with a
basic statutory maximum penalty of no more than two years
imprisonment;32 individuals with this conviction are inadmissible for
twenty years.33 The list of immigration violations that also now qualify as
criminal offenses has expanded to include knowingly hiring
22. Id. at iio.
23. Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 § 505, 8 U.S.C.
§ 1623(a) (2ooo).
24. Bohrman & Murakawa, supra note 21, at 117.
25. Id. at 118.
26. Id. at 123.
27. See Juliet Stumpf, The Crimmigration Crisis: Immigrants, Crime and Sovereign Power, 56 AM.
U. L. REV. 367,376 (2006) (quoting Teresa Miller, Citizenship & Severity: Recent Immigration Reforms
and the New Penology, 17 GEO. IMMIGR. L.J. 61 1, 616 (2003)).
28. Id.
29. Id. at 38o-8i.
30. See Immigration and Nationality Act, 8 U.S.C. §§ 212(a)(9)(A)(i), 1 182(a)(9)(A)(i) (20oo).
31. See Stumpf, supra note 27, at 384.
32. 8 U.S.C. § 1326(a) (2000). If an immigrant is found after a prior deportation order subsequent
to conviction for specified misdemeanors and felonies, the immigrant faces a maximum ten year prison
term. This maximum term increases to twenty years if the prior deportation occurred subsequent to a
conviction for an aggravated felony. Id. § 1326(b).
33. 8 U.S.C. § 1 182(a)(9)(A)(i). The individual faces a permanent bar if the prior deportation was
subsequent to a conviction for an aggravated felony. Id.
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undocumented immigrants, marrying to avoid immigration laws, voting
as a non-citizen and claiming citizenship to obtain employment or
immigration benefits. 4
Furthermore, the terrorist attacks of September ii, 2001, have
affected the way in which Americans view immigration law.35 In the
aftermath of this tragic event, legislators injected anti-terrorism
provisions and language into immigration legislation 6 and debate,
making it easier for anti-immigrant forces to blend and blur images of
terrorists with hard-working immigrants entering the country to find a
better life.37 The characterization of immigrants, both undocumented and
documented, as terrorists has further merged the fields of criminal law
and immigration law.
Finally, proposed legislation further reflects the merging of criminal
and immigration law. In 2006, the House of Representatives passed a bill
which threatened to attach serious criminal penalties to undocumented
status."' H.R. 4437, sponsored by Representative James Sensenbrenner
(R-Wisconsin), would have made it a felony to be undocumented,
subjecting undocumented immigrants to expedited removal from the
country with fewer due process guarantees.39 The legislation failed to
pass before the iI Ioth Congress assumed office in 2007.
B. THE NEW CRIMINAL
The interconnectedness of immigration laws and criminal laws has
colored public conceptions of undocumented immigrants in the United
States today. Some members of the public readily perceive
undocumented immigrants as morally corrupt, or even dangerous,
modifiers often associated with criminals, based on their immigration
status. ' "Illegals" or "illegal immigrants" are terms commonly used in
the media4' and by members of the general public to describe immigrants
34. See Stumpf, supra note 27, at 384.
35. Am. Ass'n of State Coils. and Universities, Access for All? Debating In-State Tuition for
Undocumented Alien Students, http:l/www.aascu.orglpolicy/special-reportlaccess forall.htm (last
visited Jan. 1, 2008).
36. See Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to
Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism (USA PATRIOT) Act of 2001, Pub. L. No. 107-56, I15 Stat. 272,
345-47 (2001); REAL ID Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. 109-113, i99 Stat. 231 (2005).
37. See, e.g., Federation for Am. Immigration Reform (FAIR), Illegal Immigration Is a Crime,
http://www.fairus.org/sitelPageServer?pagename=iic-immigrationissuecenters6ce3 (last visited Jan. i,
2008) [hereinafter FAIR].
38. BILL ONG HING, DEPORTING OUR SOULS: VALUES, MORALITY, AND IMMIGRATION POLICY IO
(2006).
39. Id.
40. See Stumpf, supra note 27, at 395 ("Undocumented immigrants are increasingly perceived as
criminals, likely to commit future criminal acts because of their history of entering the country
unlawfully.") (footnote omitted).
41. See, e.g., Charles Hurt, Illegals Granted Social Security, WASH. TIMES, May 19, 2006, at A I.
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living in the United States without proper documentation. The language
places undocumented immigrants into one category: "illegals." There is
no denying that undocumented immigrants violated the law when they
entered the country without authorization or remained in the country
past the terms of their visa. Yet the classification of a group of varied
individuals as "illegals" may influence some to perceive undocumented
immigrants solely as criminals.
Critics of undocumented immigration add to the public perception
of undocumented immigrants as criminals by arguing that these
immigrants "cause[] substantial harm to American citizens and legal
immigrants."42 Specifically, these critics designate various "harms"
caused by undocumented immigrants, including draining of public funds,
depression of wages and living conditions through job competition, and
overwhelming population growth.43 Whether or not undocumented
immigration causes these "harms" is beyond the scope of this Note.
However, accusing undocumented immigrants of harming the United
States by their presence adds to the image of undocumented immigrants
as wrongdoers or criminals.
Young undocumented immigrants, despite their lack of culpability in
violating immigration laws, are also slotted into the image of
"immigrants as criminals." Regardless of when or how they entered the
country, if they are undocumented, they are given the same label by anti-
immigrant forces. Unfortunately, punitive measures directed at
undocumented immigrants unfairly punish young immigrants who are
not culpable for the actions of their parents. It is time to take these
undocumented students "off of the battlefield of the immigration wars."
44
11. UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTS AND ACCESS TO PUBLIC EDUCATION
Obtaining an education is central to achieving success in today's
society. As Elena, the undocumented Northern California student
believes, "Education is the key to success. ' 45 Moreover, equal access to
education is a strongly held value in the United States. Undocumented
immigrants, however, face both legal and financial barriers in their
efforts to complete their education. In response to these barriers, states
have passed legislation easing the burden on undocumented students to
attend college, but federal action is still required.
42. See FAIR, supra note 37.
43. Id.
44. Nat'l Immigration Law Ctr., DREAM Act Passes Senate Judiciary Committee, Mar. 28, 2006,
http://www.nilc.org/immlawpolicy/DREAM/Dreamoo4.htm.
45. Interview with "Elena," supra note 2.
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A. THE VALUE OF AN EDUCATION
Scholars laud higher education as an "engine of social mobility," 6
identifying it as essential to earning a "healthy" income. 7 Yet despite its
role in achieving social mobility, higher education also serves as an
"agent of stratification," further reinforcing social class for those who
have access and for those who do not.8 Therefore, while the government
and members of the public recognize the importance of education for
children, both bodies must also realize the negative effect restrictions on
education access have on youth.
The United States Supreme Court has recognized the value of
primary and secondary education and has secured access to these levels
of education for all United States residents regardless of their
immigration status.49 In Plyler v. Doe, the Supreme Court considered a
Texas statute denying undocumented children free public education. °
The Court declined to recognize education as a fundamental right, but
did conclude that the right to education existed between an ordinary and
a fundamental right, regardless of immigration status, and described
education as a means to provide tools for "maintaining the fabric of our
society."5 The Court proceeded to invalidate the Texas statute on equal
protection grounds:
If the State is to deny a discrete group of innocent children the free
public education that it offers to other children residing within its
borders, that denial must be justified by a showing that it furthers some
substantial state interest. No such showing was made here.5
The Court emphasized that undocumented children are not
responsible for their presence in the United States.53  While
undocumented adult immigrants who intentionally enter the country in
violation of immigration laws should face the consequences imposed by
law, the Court did not consider undocumented children "comparably
situated": 4
At the least, those who elect to enter our territory by stealth and in
violation of our law should be prepared to bear the consequences,
46. DANETrE GERALD & KATI HAYCOCK, ENGINES OF INEQUALITY: DIMINISHING INEQUALITY IN THE
NATION'S PREMIER PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES 3 (2006), available at http://www2.edtrust.org/NR/rdonlyres/
F 7 55 E8oE-943 1-45AF-B28E-653C6i2D503D/o/Enginesoflnequality.pdf.
47. KATI HAYCOCK, EDUC. TRUST, PROMISES ABANDONED: How POLICY CHOICES AND INSTITUTIONAL
PRACTICES RESTRICT COLLEGE OPPORTUNITIES I (2006), available at http://www2.edtrust.org/NR/
rdonlyres/B6772FIA-i i6D-4827-A326-F8CFAD33975A/o/PromiseAbandonedHigherEd.pdf.
48. Id. at 1-2.
49. See Plyler v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202, 230 (1982).
50. Id. at 205.
5I. Id. at 221-24.
52. Id. at 230.
53. Id. at 219-20.
54. Id. at 220.
February 2008]
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including, but not limited to, deportation. But the children of those
illegal entrants are not comparably situated. Their "parents have the
ability to conform their conduct to societal norms," and presumably
the ability to remove themselves from the State's jurisdiction; but the
children who are plaintiffs in these cases "can affect neither their
parents' conduct nor their own status.
'55
Extending this reasoning, the Court concluded that undocumented
children should not be punished for the actions of their parents. t The
court further noted, "By denying these children a basic education, we
deny them the ability to live within the structure of our civic institutions,
and foreclose any realistic possibility that they will contribute in even the
smallest way to the progress of our Nation."57 In addition, the Court
considered the social stigma attached to depriving the children of a
disfavored group access to education: "[W]e foreclose the means by
which that group might raise the level of esteem in which it is held by the
majority.
58
Plyler, however, does not extend its holding or reasoning to access to
higher education.59 Consequently, despite the significant obstacles that
undocumented immigrant students like Elena have surmounted to
succeed in their academic endeavors, the barriers only increase at the
postsecondary education level.
B. THE EFFECT OF FEDERAL LEGISLATION RESTRICTING ACCESS TO HIGHER
EDUCATION
Undocumented students face multiple levels of legal and economic
obstacles in their attempt to obtain a college degree. For one, federal
legislation limits states' ability to define residency for purposes of in-state
tuition at public colleges. Furthermore, federal law bars immigrants from
receiving federal benefits, such as financial aid. Consequently, the
exorbitant cost of college education, combined with the unavailability of
financial aid and the inability to obtain work authorization, effectively
prevents many undocumented immigrants from attending college. In
addition, without a college degree, employment options decrease.
Therefore, limited access to education results in limited access to
55. Id. (quoting Trimble v. Gordon, 430 U.S. 762, 770 (1977)).
56. Id. at 220.
57. Id. at 223.
58. Id. at 222.
59. Critics of the DREAM Act argue that because Plyler did not extend to postsecondary
education benefits, once undocumented students turn eighteen, they should be responsible for their
presence, and correspondingly, their undocumented status, in the United States. See Maki, supra note
13, at 1355. This argument advocates educating undocumented immigrants until they turn eighteen,
allowing them to make friends, participate in the community, and essentially become American by all
means except immigration status, but then turning a cold shoulder at the age of majority. These
students do not become any more culpable for the actions of their parents when they turn eighteen.
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i. Federal Legislation: IIRIRA and PRWORA
There is no federal law that expressly bars undocumented students
from attending college.6I Undocumented students can enroll in
institutions of higher education, and many also argue that despite federal
legislation, offering in-state tuition to undocumented students is
permissible.62 Yet based on their interpretations of the federal laws
discussed below, many states fear federal repercussions, such as
discontinued federal funding, if they offer in-state tuition to
undocumented students. In response, the majority of states charge
undocumented students, who do not qualify as in-state residents under
the immigration laws, out-of-state tuition.6
Federal statutes enacted in 1996, the Illegal Immigration Reform
and Immigrant Responsibility Act ("IIRIRA") 4 and the Personal
Responsibility and Work Opportunity Act of 1996 ("PRWORA"), 6
address the connection between immigration status and higher
education. These statutes, however, do not provide a clear answer to
whether or not public institutions of higher education can offer in-state
tuition to undocumented students.
Congress enacted IIRIRA in response to concerns of newly arriving
immigrants taking advantage of social services and benefits. 6 Section 505
of IIRIRA discusses postsecondary education benefits.67 In particular,
section 505 provides:
Notwithstanding any other provision of law, an alien who is not
lawfully present in the United States shall not be eligible on the basis
of residence within a state for any post-secondary education benefit
unless a citizen or national of the United States is eligible for such
benefit (in no less amount, duration or scope) without regard to
whether the citizen or national is such a resident.6'
In sum, this provision eliminated the ability of states to provide
postsecondary educational benefits to undocumented immigrants unless
the state also provided the same benefit to a U.S. citizen residing in
another state. Therefore, undocumented students with no immigration
60. KATARINA ToMASEVSKI, EDUCATION DENIED: COSTS AND REMEDIES 32 (2003).
61. Id. at 6.
62. Id. at I.
63. Id. at 3. See also infra Part III, Section C (discussing state efforts to offer or deny
undocumented students in-state tuition).
64. Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 § 505, 8 U.S.C.
§ 1623(a) (2000).
65. Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, 8 U.S.C. §§ 161I,
1641 (2ooo).
66. See Bohrman & Murakawa, supra note 21, at 115.




status, even if they have resided in a state for most of their lives, are not
eligible for in-state tuition based on residency under IIRIRA.
69
PRWORA, a comprehensive welfare reform plan focused on the
transition from welfare to work, also includes provisions discussing
immigration status and higher education.7' These provisions provide that
any alien who is not a qualified alien (generally an immigrant with a
documented presence in the United States) is not eligible for any public
benefit.' Therefore, undocumented students, who do not fall under the
definition of a "qualified alien," are not eligible for financial assistance to
help fund tuition fees.7
Neither of these statutes prohibits a state from enrolling or
admitting an undocumented student.73 Instead, IIRIRA and PRWORA
allow states to decide who pays in-state tuition.74 Nevertheless, the
statutes do establish that postsecondary education benefits cannot be
offered to undocumented students based solely on residency in a state
and that undocumented students are not eligible for financial assistance.
Both of these consequences result in significant obstacles for
undocumented students in their efforts to attend institutions of higher
education.
2. The Economic Obstacles Facing Undocumented Students
Even in the absence of exclusionary federal legislation,
undocumented students face the same obstacle as many United States
citizens and legal residents: poverty. As Victor Romero writes,
"undocumented status and poverty are mutually reinforcing obstacles to
advancement."75 In fact, one in four children living in poverty in the
United States is an undocumented child. 6
In addition, as a result of federal legislation discussed above,
undocumented students cannot personally fund their college tuition fees
because (i) they do not have access to financial aid;77 and (2) without
69. Id.
70. Ruge & Iza, supra note 9, at 263.
71. See8 U.S.C. §§ 161, 1641.
72. Ruge & Iza, supra note 9, at 263.
73. Id. at 262.
74. Id.
75. VICTOR C. ROMERO, ALIENATED: IMMIGRANT RIGHTS, THE CONSTITUTION, AND EQUALITY IN
AMERICA 93 (2005).
76. Ruge & Iza, supra note 9, at 259.
77. Citizens and qualifying non-citizens are eligible for federal financial aid. U.S. Dep't of Educ.,
Free Application for Federal Student Aid, FAQs: Eligibility, http://www.fafsa.ed.gov/faqoo3.htm (last
visited Jan. 1, 2008). Qualifying non-citizens include the following: legal permanent residents,
conditional permanent residents, or noncitizens with an Arrival-Departure Record (1-94) indicating
their status as refugee, asylee, indefinite parolee, humanitarian parolee, or Cuban-Haitian Entrant.
U.S. DEP'T OF EDUC., FED. STUDENT AID, THE GUIDE TO FEDERAL STUDENT AID: 2OO7-O8, at 39 (2oo6),
available at http://www.studentaid.ed.gov/students/attachments/siteresources/FundingEduBeyondHigh
Schoolo7o8.pdf. The provisions of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation
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proper documentation, they cannot compete for jobs.,8 Out-of-state
tuition fees remain exceedingly high,79 diminishing the prospects of
attending college without financial assistance or the opportunity to pay
in-state tuition. Private institutions can offer institutional funding to
undocumented students, but the confusion surrounding federal education
laws has dissuaded many institutions, both private and public, from
providing such funding.8 Therefore, undocumented immigrants face
obstacles unique to their immigration status, effectively barring many
students from the option of attending college in the first place.
Moreover, undocumented students who are not able to attend
college face employment obstacles. Without a college degree,
undocumented students will have fewer opportunities to make significant
economic contributions to the states they live in and to the country as a
whole."' Statistics show that individuals with a bachelor's degree earn
significantly more than individuals with only a high school education:
$45,678 compared to $24,572, respectively, in 2000.s' These statistics
epitomize the concept that an individual's education level is the best
"predictor of income in the modern American economy."' The disparity
in income between college graduates and others continues to widen as
the value of a college diploma increases. Ultimately, lower economic
capacity will not only hurt undocumented immigrants; it will also deprive
society of talented and able workers.
C. STATE EFFORTS TO PROVIDE IN-STATE TUITION
States, primarily those with large immigrant populations, have
Act of 1996 also make undocumented students ineligible for federal financial aid because they are not
qualified aliens eligible for public benefits. 8 U.S.C. §§ 16i i, 1641.
78. ROMERO, supra note 75. Employers are deterred from hiring even the most qualified
candidates due to criminal sanctions imposed for knowingly hiring undocumented workers. Id.
79. For example, the differences between in-state and out-of-state tuition fees for public colleges
and universities in California are as follows: California Community Colleges, in-state $26 per unit, out-
of-state $197 per unit; California State University, in-state $2,864 a year, out-of-state $12,42o a year;
University of California, in-state $6,141 per year, out-of-state, $22,504 per year. MEX. AMER. LEGAL
DEF. AND EDUC. FUND, FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT AB 54 o , at 1, available at
http://www.maldef.org/ab54o/pdf/FAQ.pdf (last visited Jan. 1, 2008).
80. Andrew Stevenson, Note, Dreaming of an Equal Future for Immigrant Children: Federal and
State Initiatives to Improve Undocumented Students' Access to Postsecondary Education, 46 ARIZ. L.
REV. 551, 569 (2004).
81. CALIFORNIA'S IMMIGRANT CHILDREN: THEORY, RESEARCH, AND IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL
POLICY 9-10 (Ruben G. Rumbaut & Wayne A. Cornelius eds., 1995) ("Californians whose lifetime
earnings and chances for upward mobility have been stunted by an inappropriate, poor-quality, or
prematurely truncated education will lack the capacity to contribute as much as they might have to the
state's economic development and to its tax base.").
82. Ruge & Iza, supra note 9, at 261.
83. STEVEN A. CAMAROTA, CTR. FOR IMMIGRATION STUDIES, THE HIGH COST OF CHEAP LABOR:




enacted legislation to circumvent the federal obstacles presented by
IIRIRA and PRWORA. These efforts have provided a much needed
financial reprieve to undocumented students who want to attend college.
The problem remains, however, that after graduation, these students will
have a college degree but few jobs prospects, no work authorization, and
a continued unlawful status."4
As first mentioned above, scholars disagree as to whether or not
state laws permitting undocumented students to pay in-state tuition
conflict with federal laws.5 States themselves have little guidance on
whether or not such state legislation passes federal muster. Some states
have responded by attempting to prevent undocumented immigrants. ... . 86
from receiving in-state tuition. Yet other states have fashioned a
different strategy: creating legislation to offer in-state tuition to
undocumented students without defining these students as residents.8
Refraining from using residency as a determining factor allows states to
bypass the language, if not the intent, of IIRIRA. California, for
example, has passed Assembly Bill 540, codified as California Education
Code section 68130.5, in 2002. This law allows undocumented students
who (i) have lived in California for three years; (2) graduated from a
California high school; (3) are enrolled in a public university in
California; and (4) have signed a document affirming that they will apply
for legal residency when they can,89 to attend college at the in-state
tuition rate.' Even though critics continue to claim that state efforts to
84. It is important to note, however, that even if states cannot grant lawful permanent residency
to these students, a college degree still has the potential to increase the students' earning power in the
future. For example, if future legislation grants amnesty to long-time residents or students become
eligible to adjust by other means, a college degree will enable them to obtain a better paying job. Ruge
& Iza, supra note 9, at 275.
85. Compare Maki, supra note 13, at 1352 (suggesting that it is unclear whether "these state
policies are preempted by IIRIRA"), with Michael A. Olivas, IRIRA, the DREAM Act, and
Undocumented College Student Residency, 30 J.C. & U.L. 435, 453 (2004) (arguing that IIRIRA has
been misinterpreted as preempting state laws), and Vicky J. Salinas, Comment, You Can Be Whatever
You Want to Be When You Grow Up, Unless Your Parents Brought You to this Country Illegally: The
Struggle to Grant In-State Tuition to Undocumented Immigrant Students, 43 Hous. L. REV. 847, 85o
(2oo6) ("[Arguing] that granting in-state tuition to undocumented immigrants would not conflict with
federal law.").
86. These states include Alaska, Arizona, Colorado, North Carolina, Utah, and Virginia. Carl
Krueger, EDUC. COMM'N OF THE STATES, In-State Tuition for Undocumented Immigrants, Aug. 2006,
http://www.ecs.org/clearinghouse/61/oo/6ioo.htm.
87. Recent Litigation, Immigration Law-Education-California Extends Instate Tuition Benefits
to Undocumented Aliens-Act Relating to Public Postsecondary Education, 115 HAV. L. REV. 1548,
1549 (2002). States that have chosen to pass laws allowing undocumented immigrants to receive in-
state tuition include California, Illinois, Kansas, New Mexico, New York, Oklahoma, Texas, Utah and
Washington. Krueger, supra note 86.
88. CAL. EDUC. CODE § 68130.5 (West 2003).
89. For example, if amnesty is granted, these students would likely be eligible to apply for
permanent residency.
90. CAL. EDUC. CODE § 68130.5.
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grant in-state tuition conflict with federal law,9 ' the statutory language
that states like California have chosen to implement deftly circumvents
IIRIRA."
In addition to not offering in-state tuition to undocumented
students, states also cannot award these students federal financial aid, the
primary source of funding for many college-bound students.93 States do
have the option of awarding students state financial aid packages. For
example, Texas and Oklahoma have passed legislation granting state
financial aid options to undocumented students.94 State financial aid,
however, can only extend so far. Therefore, state efforts, by no means
useless, still must be supplemented.
III. THE DREAM ACT AND THE AMERICAN DREAM ACT
The DREAM Act repeals section 505 of IIRIRA, allowing states to
determine residency for purposes of in-state tuition, and provides a
pathway to legal permanent residency for undocumented students who
meet certain qualifications.95 The Act, which was first introduced in
2001, 96 aims to offer immigration relief to students who "were brought to
the United States as young children by their parents, speak English,
consider themselves Americans, and will spend the rest of their lives in
this country."'  The events of September 1i, 2001, and an increasingly
hostile anti-immigrant environment, equating undocumented immigrants
with criminals 9 have encumbered the enactment of the Act.
A. PROPOSED LEGISLATION
i. The DREAM Act
The DREAM Act proposes to amend IIRIRA to repeal the
requirement that a state cannot offer in-state tuition to an undocumented
9i.Rebecca Ness Rhymer, Note, Taking Back the Power: Federal vs. State Regulation on
Postsecondary Education Benefits for Illegal Immigrants, 44 WASHBURN L.J. 603, 603-04 (2005).
92. See also TEX. EDUC. CODE ANN. §§ 54.052(a)(3), 54.053(3) (Vernon 2001). To be eligible for
in-state tuition in Texas, students must ) have graduated from a Texas high school, 2) be enrolled in a
state institution of higher education, 3) have resided in Texas for three or more years, and 4) sign an
affidavit promising to file a petition to become a lawful resident at their earliest opportunity. Id.
93. The federal government administers federal financial aid through the Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) application. The application specifies which non-citizen students are
eligible for federal financial assistance; this list does not include undocumented immigrants. See
sources cited supra note 77.
94. Ruge & Iza, supra note 9, at 269-70.
95. Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act of 2007, S. 774, IIoth Cong.
(20-7).
96. Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act of 2001, S. 1291, 107th Cong.
(2001).
97. Jennifer Galassi. Comment, Dare to Dream? A Review of the Development, Relief and
Education for Alien Minors (Dream) Act, 24 CHICANO-LATINO L. REV. 79, 81 (2003).
98. Bohrman & Murakawa, supra note 21, at 509.
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student unless it also offers the same benefit to out-of-state U.S.
citizens.' Furthermore, the Act allows the Secretary of Homeland
Security to adjust the status of eligible students to conditional permanent
residency." ° Eligible students must (i) have continuously lived in the
country for at least five years preceding the date of enactment of the Act
and must have been younger than sixteen at the date of entry; (2) have
good moral character; and (3) must not be admissible or deportable
under specified grounds."" At the time of application for the benefits of
the Act, the student must also be enrolled in an institution of higher
education or have earned a U.S. high school diploma or the equivalent.'2
Lastly, eligible students must have never been under an order of final
deportation from age sixteen and older."'°
During the period of conditional residency, students would be
eligible to obtain work authorization, allowing them to work legally to
fund their education costs." As conditional residents, qualifying students
under the DREAM Act could also apply for federal financial aid, 5
removing the most significant barrier many students have in attaining a
college degree.'06
After six years of conditional permanent residency, a student would
be permitted to file a petition for removal of the conditional status if the
student had (i) maintained good moral character; (2) had not abandoned
residence in the U.S.; and (3) had acquired a degree from an institution
of higher education, completed at least two years in a higher degree
program, or served in the United States Armed Forces for at least two
years."'7 If the student met these statutory requirements, the Secretary of
State could adjust the student's status to legal permanent residency, a
stepping stone for future citizenship. As legal permanent residents, the
students targeted by the DREAM Act could work legally and utilize
their college degree to pursue their dreams.
The DREAM Act was first introduced in the Senate in 2001 by






104. Kathleen A. Connolly, Comment, In Search of the American Dream: An Examination of
Undocumented Students, In-State Tuition, and the DREAM Act, 55 CATH. U. L. REV. 193, 212 (2005).
1O5. Garcia, supra note 5, at 258; see also sources cited supra note 77.
Io6. For example, 65.6% of students attending four-year undergraduate institutions borrowed
funds to finance their college education. FinAid!, The Smart Student Guide to Financial Aid,
http://www.finaid.orgloans (last visited Jan. 1, 2008). The average amount of debt these students
accumulate is $19,202. Id.
IO7. S. 774.
io8. Id.
io9. Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act of 2001, S. 1291, Io7th Cong.
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It was subsequently reintroduced in the io8th"0 , Io9th"', and iioth"'
Congresses. The Act has also been placed in immigration related bills,
such as the Comprehensive Immigration Reform Acts of 2006 and
2007."' Most recently, Senator Durbin sought to include the Act in the
2008 Department of Defense Reauthorization Bill, but he and other co-
sponsors did not succeed."4 As a result, the current state of the DREAM
Act is uncertain.
2. The American Dream Act
The Student Adjustment Act ("SAA"), the original companion bill
in the House of Representatives, is now called the American Dream
Act."5 Both House bills contain similar provisions to the DREAM Act.
' 6
In addition to repealing section 505 of IIRIRA, the SAA proposed
granting lawful permanent status to undocumented students who (i)
have not yet turned twenty-one; (2) are physically present in the United
States at the time of enactment and have been in the United States
continuously for five years; (3) have good moral character; (4) are
enrolled above the seventh grade or are actively pursuing college
admission; and (5) have no criminal history."7 The SAA also permits
students to apply for federal financial aid by conferring temporary legal
residency."8 As legal residents, students could obtain work authorization.
The SAA was first introduced in 2001 in the I07th Congress by
Representative Chris Cannon (R-Utah), Howard Berman (D-California)
and Lucille Roybal-Allard (D-California)." 9 Versions of the Act were
also introduced in the io8th,2 ° Io9th,'' and i ioth'22 Congresses, but as of
(2001).
IIo. Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act of 2003, S. 1545, io8th Cong.
(2003)-
iii. Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act of 2005, S. 2075, io9 th Cong.
(2005).
112. Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act of 2007, S. 774, iIoth Cong.
(2007).
113. Comprehensive Immigration Reform Act of 2006, S. 2611, io9th Cong. (2006);
Comprehensive Immigration Reform Act of 2007, S. 1348, 1 ioth Cong. (2007).
114. See U.S. Senate Roll Call Votes iioth Congress-ist Session, http://www.senate.gov/
legislative/LIS/roll call lists/roll call-vote cfm.cfm?congress=xio&session=i&vote=00394 (last
visited Jan. I, 20o8).
115. Press Release, Congresswoman Lucille Roybal-Allard, Congresswoman Lucille Roybal-
Allard and Congressman Howard Berman Sponsor Legislation to Eliminate Barriers to College for
Immigrant Students (Mar. 1, 2007) (available at http://www.house.govlist/press/ca34-roybal-
allard/pro7o3Oib.html).
116. See id.
117. Student Adjustment Act of 2003, H.R. 1684, lo8th Cong. § 3(a) (2003).
118. Id. at § 3(e).
ii9. Student Adjustment Act of 2001, H.R. 1918, I07th Cong. (2001).
120. Student Adjustment Act of 2003, H.R. 1684, lo8th Cong. (2003).
121. American Dream Act, H.R. 5131, Io9th Cong. (2006).
122. American Dream Act, H.R. 1275, ioth Cong. (2007).
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the publication of this Note, no significant action had occurred on the
latest proposal.
IV. THEORIES OF PUNISHMENT
The main way to success is an education, but the current laws deprive
us of that success by not giving us access to education.
-Elena, undocumented Bay Area student'23
A common justification for opposing the DREAM Act and similar
legislation benefiting undocumented youth is that giving these
immigrants an equal footing with legal residents and citizens encourages
undocumented immigration, contravening federal immigration laws. 4
Similarly, opponents of the Act argue that granting benefits to
undocumented immigrants rewards immigrants for breaking the law,
further undermining U.S. immigration laws."5 Throughout this Note,
however, I have focused not on the act of breaking the law but rather the
culpability-or lack thereof-that should be attached to the immigration
and criminal violations undocumented students unknowingly and
unwillingly commit. Current federal restrictions act to punish students
for their immigration status by severely limiting the education and
employment opportunities they have available. This federal legislation is
a response to the blameworthiness imposed on undocumented youth,
both through the passing of such legislation and through public
perceptions of undocumented immigrants as morally culpable for their
actions. Barring undocumented students from access to higher education
and from future employment opportunities is not punishment in the
criminal sense, which generally envisions a restriction on freedom, such
as incarceration, but rather it evolves from a process of viewing
undocumented youth as wrongdoers and attaching restrictions on this
status. What I argue is that this blame is misplaced. Undocumented
youth targeted by current immigration, criminal, and education laws are
not culpable for the immigration and related criminal violations they
committed as young children. Yet these youth are seen and treated by
some as though they are culpable and deserving of restrictions placed on
their future-i.e., punishable.
While punishment is not the explicit goal of the above mentioned
federal legislation, such as IIRIRA, Congress has decided to place blame
on undocumented youth for their immigration status, a status largely
determined by a sequence of events that occurred before these youth had
agency to exert control over their own futures. Moreover, by not
123. Interview with "Elena," supra note 2.
124. Romero, supra note 14, at 396.
125. ANDORRA BRUNO, CRS REPORT FOR CONG., UNAUTHORIZED ALIEN STUDENTS: ISSUES &
"DREAM Act" LEGISLATION 7 (2O07), available at http://opencrs.cdt.org/document/RL33863.
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enacting legislation to expand the access of undocumented students to
higher education and to legal residency, the government continues to
punish students for their immigration status.
The punishment of undocumented students, however, has no
foundation in common purposes of criminal punishment. These
traditional bases of punishment arise from attempts to explain or justify
the deprivation of liberty that results from physical imprisonment. They
grow from criminal law, a field distinct from immigration law, which
carries civil sanctions. Nevertheless, these theories in a larger sense are
efforts to explain how the threat of punishment may influence individuals
or society to refrain from undesirable conduct. 26 In this sense, they are
useful tools to explore the effects of federal legislation on undocumented
youth because they separate the purposes of placing restrictions on these
students from the everyday affect these restrictions have, and, as I argue,
demonstrate that the purposes and the effects do not harmonize.
Accordingly, this Part utilizes popular theories of criminal
punishment as a framework to discount the punishment of
undocumented immigrant students.'" These sections look at the theories
of deterrence, retribution, and rehabilitation in relation to the denial of
higher education benefits and options for permanent residency to
undocumented students."' In response to these explanations, this Part
argues that it is illogical to punish students for a decision their parents
made and in which they had no involvement.
A. DETERRENCE
i. Theoretical Underpinnings
Deterrence is a form of utilitarianism, a theory that holds that the
purpose of all laws is to maximize the net happiness of society.' 9
Deterrence itself rests on the theory that individuals take actions to
avoid pain and maximize pleasure.'30 Therefore, the infliction of
punishment is justifiable only if it is expected to result in a net reduction
of the pain that would otherwise occur in the absence of punishment.'
126. See WAYNE R. LAFAVE & AUSTIN W. SCOT, JR., CRIMINAL LAW § 1.5(a), at 26 (4th ed. 2003).
127. Immigration law is civil law, yet as immigration law and criminal law merge and anti-
immigration protesters frame all undocumented immigrants as criminals, it is fitting to analogize to the
theories of punishment when seeking to justify why opponents of the DREAM Act or similar
legislation insist on punishing undocumented students.
128. See United States v. Brown, 381 U.S. 437, 458 (1965) ("Punishment serves several purposes:
retributive, rehabilitative, [and] deterrent."); see also LAFAVE & Scorr, supra note 126, § I.5(a), at 26-
31 (identifying the purposes of the criminal law as prevention (particular deterrence), restraint
(incapacitation), rehabilitation, deterrence, education, and retribution).
129. Joshua Dressier, The Wisdom and Morality of Present-Day Criminal Sentencing, 38 AKRON. L.
REv. 853,853 (2005).




Conversely, if a future act will yield more pain than pleasure, deterrence
theory contemplates that an individual will refrain from committing the
act to avoid the infliction of pain.'32 If punishment is sufficiently painful,
the theory is that the frequency of the illegal conduct will decline.
Deterrence comprises both general deterrence and specific
deterrence, also referred to as prevention.'33 General deterrence relies on
the idea that punishing an offender will deter the general community
from engaging in the same act.'34 Specific deterrence, on the other hand,
assumes that "criminal punishment aims to deter the criminal himself...
from committing further crimes, by giving him an unpleasant experience
he will not want to endure again.'
' 35
2. General Deterrence Related to the DREAM Act
Opponents of the DREAM Act argue that permitting states to offer
in-state tuition to undocumented students and giving these students a
path to legal residency will encourage undocumented immigration. 6
Conservative organizations, like the Federation for American
Immigration Reform (FAIR) argue that there must be a "comprehensive
effort to end illegal immigration... [by] ensuring that illegal aliens will
not be able to obtain employment, public assistance benefits, public
education, public housing, or any other taxpayer funded benefit without
detection.""'I3 Following these contentions, opponents believe that not
passing the Act will deter undocumented immigration.
Nevertheless, there is little evidence that immigrants choose to come
to the United States to access social services.': The availability of
government assistance is "rarely a factor in migrating to the United
States."'39 Accordingly, in Plyler the Court affirmed that undocumented
immigrants generally do not choose to enter the United States to access
free education.'40 For those who cross the Mexican border, for example,
the journey is treacherous and possibly fatal. 4 ' Despite this danger,
undocumented immigrants continue to cross the border to pursue a
better life and to gain employment.'42 Workers can earn much more in
132. See LAFAVE & ScoTr, supra note 126, §I.5(a)(i), at 26-27; KATE E. BLOCH & KEVIN C.
MCMUNIGAL, CRIMINAL LAW: A CONTEMPRARY APPROACH 44 (Aspen 2005) (citing JEREMY BENTHAM,
Principles of Penal Law, in THE WORKS OF JEREMY BENTHAM 396 (John Bowring ed., 1843)).
133. See Cotton, supra note 2o, at 1316.
134. Id.
135. LAFAVE & SCOTT, supra note 126, §1.5(a)(1), at 27.
136. ROMERO, supra note 75, at 93.
137. FAIR, supra note 37 (emphasis added).
138. Bohrman & Murakawa, supra note 24, at i19.
139. Ruge & Iza, supra note 9, at 261.
140. Plyler v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202, 228 (1982).
141. See Hing, supra note 38, at 3.
142. Id. For example, since the implementation of Operation Gatekeeper, a program to deter
undocumented immigration by building fences and militarizing parts of the Mexican-U.S. border, the
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the United States than they can in many other countries, and the
economic realities facing the impoverished will continue to fuel
undocumented immigration. Federal laws permitting undocumented
youth equal access to education will not alter the economic realities in
other countries or the desperation and drive many immigrants have to
pursue more secure options for their families in this country.
The DREAM Act would only benefit students who have been
present in the United Students for five years at the time of enactment. "3
Youth who immigrate in response to such legislation would not benefit
from the DREAM Act. FAIR has argued that legislation granting
undocumented students legal residency acts as an amnesty, which would
encourage more undocumented immigration.'" This argument, however,
fails to take into account the narrow provisions of the DREAM Act and
other proposed legislation. The Act is a response to an already existing
group of deserving students in the United States, not a continuing option
for immigration relief.'45
Moreover, even if the DREAM Act, or future legislation, did apply
to students who immigrate in the future, it still requires that the students
it benefits live in the United States for at least five years and arrive in the
country at an age younger than sixteen. Students living in the country for
a short period only to obtain education benefits will not succeed because
they have not met the five year requirement. This base time requirement,
or another similar provision, focuses the Act and its benefits on youth
who have become immersed in the country's culture, community and
education system.
3. Specific Deterrence Related to the DREAM Act
Critics contend that the DREAM Act would encourage
undocumented immigrants to maintain their unlawful status and to
refrain from taking corrective measures to adjust their status. '46 Under
this reasoning, failing to pass the DREAM Act would deter
undocumented immigrants from living in the United States due to the
risk of deportation. On the contrary, failing to pass the DREAM Act will
not deter undocumented youth from maintaining their undocumented
number of apprehensions at the border has not decreased and the number of deaths resulting from the
dangerous trek has increased. Id. In 2005, 451 people died from dehydration, sunstroke, or freezing
while attempting to cross the border. Id.
143. Development, Relief, and Education for Alien Minors Act of 2007, S. 774, iioth Cong.
(2007).
144. Romero, supra note 14, at 411-12.
145. Some people, such as the Author, would argue that the requirement that students be in the
United States for five years at the time of enactment is a shortcoming of the DREAM Act.
Undocumented immigration will continue, and youth who enter today will face the same obstacles
when they graduate from high school.
146. See Maki, supra note 13, at 1363.
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status by remaining in the country because these students have no plans
to leave the country and cannot easily become documented.
First, these students have grown up in the United States, and they
have plans to remain in the country with their families and friends. The
youth targeted by the Act, like Elena, have lived in the United States for
many years. Many consider themselves American, not citizens of a
foreign country. '47 For Elena, it was never an option to return to Mexico,
a country she left when she was only three years old. She and other
students in her situation want to change their immigration status, an
option that the DREAM Act would provide if passed, yet deny if
rejected. Therefore, it is not likely that students will voluntarily leave
their home and move to a country they hardly know due to ineligibility
to receive education benefits.4 8 Instead, they will remain in the United
States and face negative consequences.
Second, for the most part, undocumented children whose parents are
undocumented immigrants do not have a readily available means to
adjust their status.'49 In other words, youth not born in the United States
who lack documentation cannot adjust their status unless their parents
qualify for one of the few means to adjust, such as asylum, or if the
children themselves qualify for these narrow options at a later age.
Therefore, in the unfortunate circumstance that the DREAM Act is not
passed, these students do not have other tangible means to pursue legal
residency in the current framework of immigration law. The DREAM
Act is a solution to the undocumented status that critics bemoan, not a
means of rewarding this status. Failing to pass the DREAM Act will not
make a difference in the number of undocumented students entering the
country. Passing it will instead make a positive difference in the lives of
students who qualify for its benefits.
In conclusion, continuing to punish undocumented students by
effectively barring their access to higher education and employment will
not influence these students to voluntarily leave the country. Deterrence
does not provide a basis for punishing these students because remaining
in the United States and receiving punishment for acts they did not
intend to commit, while painful, will not prompt undocumented youth to
avoid the wrongful conduct at issue, their immigration status.
B. RETRIBUTION
i. Theoretical Underpinnings
One of the oldest and currently most popular theories of punishment
is retribution, which "impos[es] merited harm upon the criminal" for the
147. Romero, supra note 14, at 403.
148. Id.
149. See Nat'l Immigration Law Ctr., supra note 44.
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wrong committed.' ° Under this theory, punishment is directed "only on
one who is personally, morally guilty."''5' Retribution theory aims to seek
revenge on criminals for their conduct on the assumption that "it is only
fitting and just that one who has caused harm to others should suffer
himself for it.''. In other words, retribution requires "sameness"
between the act committed and the punishment; punishment should be
commensurate to the crime "in order to restore the peace and mind and
repress the criminal tendencies of others."'53 Today, retribution is
experiencing a new found popularity as a justification for punishment,
particularly "under the rubric of. . . 'just deserts."" 4 Yet the theory
assumes that an individual is punished only if he or she deserves it, and
likewise not punished if innocent.'55
2. Related to the DREAM Act
Denying undocumented youth who have spent the formative years
of their lives in the United States access to education and to residency is
an overly harsh punishment for the illegal act of entering the country
without inspection, an act these students had no choice but to undertake.
Supporters of the DREAM Act describe undocumented students as
"unsuspecting accomplices to U.S. immigration violations," with very
little understanding of their actions when they entered the country.' 56
Generally, undocumented students under the age of eighteen derive
their immigration status from their parents."' Consequently, when their
parents do not have legal immigration status, children in undocumented
families have no legal mechanism to adjust their status to legal
residency."" When these students turn eighteen, they have the same
undocumented status as any adult who has entered the country illegally.
The key distinction, however, is that the students potentially affected by
the DREAM Act enter the country with their parents, not on their own,
150. See Cotton, supra note 20, at 1315; Chieko M. Clarke, Comment, Maternal Justice Restored:
Redressing the Ramifications of Mandatory Sentencing Minimums on Women and Their Children, 50
How. L.J. 263, 274 (2006) ("Retribution, sometimes called 'just desserts,' is a theory of punishment
that contends that criminal sentences are imposed to give the offender exactly what he deserves.").
i5I. See John T. Perry, Culpability, Mistake, and Official Interpretations of Law, 25 AM. J. CRIM. L.
1, 30 (997).
152. See LAFAVE & ScoTr, supra note 126, § 1.5(a)(6), at 29.
153. Id. § 1.5(a)(6), at 30.
154. Id.
155. Id.
156. ROMERO, supra note 75, at 403.
157. See, e.g., Nat'l Immigration Law Ctr., DREAM Act Reintroduced in Senate, Sept. 4, 2003,
http://www.nilc.org/immlawpolicy/DREAM/Dreamooi.htm.
158. Nat'l Immigration Law Ctr., DREAM Act Passes Senate Judiciary Committee by Large
Majority, Nov. 24, 2003, http://www.nationalimmigrationreform.org/proposedlDREAMooi.htm
("Under current law, these young people generally derive their immigration status solely from their
parents, and when the parents are undocumented or in immigration limbo, their children have no
mechanism to obtain legal residency.").
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and not with the intention-or likely even the knowledge-to violate
U.S. immigration law.
By seeking to punish students for their immigration status,
opponents of the Act are tying this status to denial of future education
and employment options and benefits. The act of accompanying their
parents into the U.S. and then remaining and building a life in the
country is not the same in amount and degree as blocking education and
legal residency access to undocumented students. The students who
illegally entered the country were minors when they accompanied their
parents. There is no blameworthiness tied to this act, but the form of
punishment opponents of the DREAM Act hope to correlate with the
act of illegally entering the country is a denial of full participation in a
society that these students have grown up in and have contributed to in
many ways. Deciding to restrict access to education and future
employment opportunities at face value may seem appropriate as a way
to send a message that the country does ,not tolerate undocumented
immigration. Yet what effect does this message have? Current federal
laws that restrict access to higher education and legal residency have an
everyday effect and lifelong consequences for undocumented youth
solely resulting from an act beyond the students' control. In that sense,
choosing not to reward undocumented youth has permanent effects, far
exceeding a decision a child makes to remain with family, unaware of the
illegality associated with this decision or culpability imposed by others
due to this decision.
The question of degree of culpability arose in Plyler, where the
Court made a distinction between the responsibilities expected of an
adult undocumented immigrant and the responsibilities expected of a
child, who did not intend to break the law when entering the country.'59
Although adults have more culpability for their decision to break
immigration laws, when undocumented youth turn eighteen, they face
the same consequences as an adult who willingly broke the law.
However, an adult who chooses to enter the United States fully
cognizable of the criminal consequences is not in the same situation as an
undocumented adult who entered as a child. Their culpability-in this
setting, their just desserts-does not amplify as they age. Yet when
undocumented students choose to enter college, their critics jump to the
offensive and refuse to reward these students because they broke the
law. Critics argue that even though the acts of undocumented
immigration children are involuntary, when they reach the age of
majority, undocumented students should assume responsibility for their
actions.'6" In other words, undocumented students must face the
159. Plyer v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202, 220 (1982).
16o. Maki, supra note 13, at 1367.
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punishment they deserve when they reach a certain age, not due to any
changes in their immigration status or intent, but rather because of their
age in relation to the definition of majority in the United States legal
system. The irony in this argument, however, is that undocumented
students who have grown up in the U.S. do not decide to intentionally or
even consciously break the law when they turn eighteen. They do not
choose to be undocumented immigrants.
Retribution does not serve as a base for punishment of
undocumented students because these students are not "personally,
morally guilty." They have no blameworthiness because they did not
intend to break the law. The innocent act of accompanying a parent is
not the same in degree and amount to second class status.
C. REHABILITATION
i. Theoretical Underpinnings
Rehabilitation theory aims to improve the character of the offender
"to reduce the probability that he will offend again."' 6' The philosophy of
rehabilitation views the "criminal act separable from the individual
actor."' 6' This distinction allows the individual to reintegrate into society
after appropriate treatment sans the desire or traits that caused the
individual to offend.' 63 Therefore, this theory presupposes that offenders
have the ability to change and re-enter society as full-citizens.
'64
2. Related to the DREAM Act
Restricting future education and employment opportunities of a
group of offending youth in no way promotes their rehabilitation or
entrance as full members into society. Conversely, giving students a
chance to complete their education has the potential to greatly improve
their lives by increasing their knowledge and by opening doors to career
opportunities. Consequently, punishing students by restricting their
education opportunities will result in harm because students who want to
go to college but who are denied the opportunity will invariably have
fewer career options and less economic agency. Therefore, the
consequences of punishing undocumented students contradict the goals
of rehabilitation; punishing these students by denying access to higher
education will not improve their chances to succeed in a society that
requires a college degree and legal status for many jobs.
Not only do limited education options result in fewer opportunities
in the employment market, but restricting the educational achievement
I6I. See Cotton,supra note 2o, at 1316.
162. See Stumpf, supra note 27, at 403.
163. See id. at 403; LAFAVE & Scorr, supra note 126, § 1.5(a)(3), at 27.
164. See Stumpf, supra note 27, at 403.
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of a class of people perpetuates a lower class status for such a group.' 65
Efforts to deny undocumented students access to higher education reflect
an attempt to keep these students in a lower socioeconomic class,'
66
essentially blocked from social mobility and the "American Dream" by
means of limited education and consequently limited employment access.
With fewer opportunities to succeed than citizens and legal residents-
not based on any characteristic of their own but solely on their
immigration status-undocumented students lose hope in their own
future.'6 The consequences of diminished hope for the future make these
students less likely to enter society as "full citizens," a status that will
never be conferred through continued punishment.
Finally, rehabilitation theory assumes that after an offender is
rehabilitated, she or he will become a full member of society. Likewise,
retribution imagines a similar result: after an offender pays his or her
price, he or she will be welcomed into society. The flaw in these theories
as applied to punishing undocumented students is that undocumented
immigrants are never allowed full membership in society. Continuing to
punish students by not enacting the DREAM Act will never integrate
undocumented students into society. Instead, the reverse effect will
occur. These students will have few career options and opportunities to
succeed, cementing them in a lower class status rather than giving them
the chance to achieve their dreams.
In conclusion, restricting undocumented students' access to higher
education will not deter undocumented immigration. Furthermore,
punishing undocumented students for their immigration status does not
correspond in degree or amount to their culpability in accompanying
their parents into the United States as children. Undocumented students
are not blameworthy, and they do not deserve the punishment imposed
by current federal laws. Lastly, placing additional obstacles in front of
undocumented students' dreams to attend college will not help integrate
these students into society.
CONCLUSION
The exclusion of undocumented immigrant students from
institutions of higher education not only damages the future
psychological and economic well-being of these students, but it also
negatively affects society as a whole. Undocumented students are
165. TOMASEVSKI, supra note 60, at 196 ("A policy based on fear of losing a privileged position
necessarily entails measures to deny education to an entire population group, or to allow it access only
to education at a lower level.") (citation omitted).
166. Id. at 197 ("The lack of opportunity for victims of discrimination is easily converted into
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valuable and functioning members of society whose immigration status,
not lack of work ethic or motivation, excludes them from achieving the
same goals as their classmates and peers. They have strong ties to family
members in the United States, both citizens and non-citizens, and they
have the potential to make significant societal and economic
contributions. Education is the primary means of success in the United
States, and blocking this channel for undocumented students not only
unjustifiably punishes them, but it also stratifies society.'
68
Furthermore, undocumented students are members of our
community, whether or not opponents of the DREAM Act accept this
view. These students will continue to be a part of the United States; their
presence is a reality that restrictions in higher education will not alter.
Why suffocate a vibrant, talented, motivated group in society who will be
an integral part of the country's future? Supporting the educational and
professional achievements of undocumented students can only benefit
the country, fully integrating a group of young people who consider
themselves American and who hope to continue contributing positively
to society.
'69
Current federal laws punish undocumented students for the
decisions of their parents. In addition, the merging of criminal law and
immigration law further frames innocent undocumented youth as
criminals. Nevertheless, there is no justification to punish undocumented
students under popular theories of punishment. The DREAM Act is a
remedy to the unjustified punishment of undocumented youth. The Act
must be enacted to address the pressing needs of thousands of
undocumented students living in the United States who aspire to attend
an institution of higher education but are still waiting to achieve that
dream.
168. See Stumpf, supra note 27, at 378 ("Excluding and alienating a population with strong ties to
family, communities, and business interests in the United States fractures our society in ways that
extend well beyond the immediate deportation or state-imposed criminal penalty.") (citation omitted).
See also Ruge & Iza, supra note 9, at 278 ("To deny undocumented students access to higher
education would result in a permanent underclass of under-educated and under-utilized persons.").
169. For example, the DREAM Act will not only reduce high school drop-out rates among
immigrant students, but it will also increase tax revenues, reduce government expenses-due to higher
educational achievements by these students-and strengthen the legal workforce. NAT'L IMMIGRATION
LAW CTR., THE EcONOMIc BENEFITS OF THE DREAM Acr AND THE STUDENT ADJUSTMENT ACT 1-2
(2005), available at http://www.nilc.org/immlawpolicy/DREAM/Econ Bens DREAM&Stdnt.Adjst_
0205 .pdf. Undocumented immigrants for the most part plan to stay in the country; therefore, making
an investment in the future of these students by providing them access to higher education benefits
society socially and economically. Krueger, supra note 86, at I.
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